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GOD & SCIENCE Working Together
THE IDENTITY OF OUR IOUNDATION
We are not a psychic research foundation, a parapsychology foundation nor a "neardeath"
research organ ization.
WE DARE TO BE D/FFERfNf as our primary interest is in helping Man to identify with his Cod-like nature
and his spiritual reality, by utilizing the practical and common sense application of the Cod-given fields
of Science.

/O/N WITH U5 /N THIS EXCITING SPIRITUAL AND sC/ENT/F/C ENDEAVOR AS WE APPROACH

THE

NEW ACE.

Join as a consultant, fellow scientific-researcher, financial contributor or individual interested in supporting all systems of communication that shall lead our Planet to Peace.

Kindly grant us the benefit of your own "findings and conclusions" that may correlate with our spiritual
and research goals.

We hope that the information presented in these pages will encourage you to contact us. Become an
active participant in this exciting world-wide explosion of knowledge about the reality of Man's spiritual
nature; the opportunities for avoiding most disease and illness, and the continuity of your own individuat tife.

Ceorge W. Meek
Executive Director

OUR CORPORATE HISTORY
Metascience Foundation traces its beginning to a decision made by Ceorge W. Meek in 1970 to terminate his professional
career and devote the remainder of his life to a self-financed, world-wide research into the basic nature of Man. These fifteen
intervening years have provided incontrovertible support for the statement made 2,000 years ago by the Apostle Paul that Man
has a physical body and a "spiritual body". Moreover, these years of research, spanning many fields of science as well as the
study of the best of the world's accumulation of spiritual and esoteric writings, have clearly established that; lndividual Man

is primarily a sou/ (or eternal spirit) once again ternporarily inhabiting a physical body.

PURSUE

with us this spiritual and scientific challenge to continue our scientific investigations of:

A. A refined electro-magnetic.etheric system of instrumental communication with the Discarnate Spirits of the Higher Worlds

of Consciousness.
B. A more systematized approach to validating the results of the many superb international telepathic channels and their individual spiritual attunements with the Discarnate Spirits of the Higher Realms of Consciousness.

ouR sPrRrruAt oBfEcilvEs
To provide a scientific basis for knowing:
A. That each person is a son or daughter of Cod, the Father, the Universal Mind, the Creator of all that exists;
B. That the mortal life of each person is of infinite importance and has specific purpose and ultimate meaning;
C. That limitless loveof neighbor and self leads to inner peace, happiness, good health and international peace;and
D. That life is eternal.

WHAT METASCIENCE IS NOT
Metascience is not a psychic research organization The Psychical Research Society in England and its counterpart in the
United States were founded more than 100 years ago. ln a century of research, neither of these organizations has provided
any substantial or really worthwhile knowledge on the continuity of life.ln recent years, the memberships of both these organizations have gradually declined, simply because they were not keeping up with the thirst for knowledge of modern Man.
Metascience is not a parapsychology foundation. Parapsychology came into being when the field of psychology aftached
itself to psychic research. lt was an unproductive marriage. The explosion of knowledge in recent decades has shown that everything
in the universe is basically one or another form of energy. Hence the marriage should have been between physics and psychology,
to create a new field of paraphysics. Both psychologists and psychiatrists have in the main been very reluctant to come to grips

with Man's basically spiritual nature. Physicists, on the other hand, are far more open to the findings.
Metascience is not a "near-death" organization. Such organizations, composed primarily of psychologists, psychiatrists, medical
doctors and educators, are professionally too concerned about damage to their "scientific" reputations to investigate what really
happens beyondthe "end of the tunnel". Metascience Foundation, on the other hand, is concerned only with the vast, exciting
and seemingly unlimited realms which are beyond the end of the tunnel.

There is one other clear and very important distinction between psychic research, parapsychology and neardeath organizations on the one hand, and Metascience Foundation on the other. The professionals making up these three types of organizations may, or may not, have personal beliefs with respect to Cod and the importance of Man's spiritual nature. Their professional associations must, of necessity, avoid any reference to Cod or Man's spiritual nature. ln contrast, Metascience Foundation
has a profound interest in further identifying Man's CodJike nature and hls spiritual reality. Publications scheduled to be made
by Metascience Foundation in the coming years will dramatically testify to this difference.
Moreover, we hope to publish material within twelve to eighteen months which will provide new confirmation for the life
and teachings of the Nazarene.

OUR CORPORATE FOCUS
We believe Man can achieve this profound level of understanding by directly contacting the accumulated wisdom of the
ages cuffently available on the Mental-Casual AND Celestial planes of Spirit-consciousness.

OUR FOUNDATTON ACTIVITIES fall into two main areas:
ETECTRO-BIOPLASMIC

RESEARCH

and

ON.GOING INVESTIGATION OF
TELEPATHIC CHANNEtS, WORLD.WIDE

PRINCIPTES INVOTVED

PRINCIPTES INVOLVED

It is our conviction that a reliable "instrumental system" to
permit CLEAR AND ACCURATEcontact with ethereal souls
is possible, humane and respectful of Discarnate Spirits of
the Higher Realms of Consciousness.

It is our conviction that in the discernment of separating
"charlatan" from the "true" and spiritually evolved telepathic
channels, world-wide, science is able to design a systematiz-

ed approach to evaluating all
communications.

telepathically<hanneled

OUR SCITNTIFIC METHOD

OUR PRESENT GOAI

For 'l 5 years we have had the invaluable assistance of scientists, scienceoriented technicians and spirituallydeveloped
telepathic channels to plan the creation of the best possible
instrumental system of communicating with Cad's FAITHFUL
discarnate Spirits.

To develop a reasonable "performance chart" , designed

with the help of those Ethereal Souls of At'vanced Wisdom
and Knowledge of the "normalcies" involved in sending their
own thoughts through any mortal being.
Such an evaluation form would not compromise or judge
either the Discarnate lntelligence or the receiving channel.

RESUTTS OF OUR EFFORTS

Fifteen years of personal self-funding and diligent efforts of
dedictated co-workers enabled us to clearly establish the
"spiritual goal".Our instrumental successes to date show that
we are not pursuing an impossible dream.

OUR PRESENT

RESUTTS

With the direct collaborative assistance of 3 of our channels,
we have been able to cross-reference, evidence and validate
information that is held in no public records. The fVlDENCf
came through in the KNOWN form of the "personality and
memory banks" of the Spirit who was being "tested".

HOW THE MONEY IS SPENT
The money from all gifts, grants, endowments and bequests and membership dues is used largely for research proiects in
the U.S.A. with a smaller portion for research activities abroad. Almost all of our affiliated researchers work at linle or no financial compensation. Our grants to them are utilized largely for purchase of research equipment, supplies and travel.

Office space, word processors and other equipment for our corporate offices are supplied rent free. The Executive Director
and his wife are pleased to be able to contribute their services without compensation, as they have done for the past fifteen
years. All operating expenses are kept to a bare minimum.

OUR WORLD.WIDE SCOPE
ln his fifteen years of full+ime, world-wide research, the Executive Director came in contact with many scientists, physicians,
psychiatrists, educators, psychologiss, hypno-therapists, electronic specialists and engineers who shared his thirst for knowledge
about the basic nature of Man.
Many of the professionals have joined in an informal information gathering and disseminating net''r'ork. Hence Metascience
Foundation has a unique flow of knowledge on activities from more than twenty countries. ln turn it can distribute information
for use by TV, magazines and newspapers on a world-wide basis. The current lnternational Advisory Panel is shown here.
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RECEIVE?

1. The quarterly newslefter, UNLIMITED HORIZONS, and other announcements or supplements when issued.

2. The right to purchase Metascience Foundation publications and selected other publications at a discount.
3. The privilege of consulting our Iibrary of hard-to-find books and other materials relating to the continuity of life and most
aspects of parapsychology, psychic research, and metaphysics.

4. lt is intended that, at the earliest possible moment, Metascience Foundation will provide for workshops, symposiums, audio.
visual programs, radio and TV programs. (lnformation on private lectures will be supplied on request.)
5. The satisfaction of personally supporting research that holds the potential of an evolutionary leap in human consciousness,

a leap which can lead to a "spiritualization of science" that will result in

COD and SCIENCE Working Together.
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To be activated by stages in 1986 - 1987 - 1988.

AN INVITATION
Come join hands with us.
Select a level of membership which is most consistent with your own personal situation.
Metascience Research Foundation, lnc. was established to support research that will forward mankind's understanding of what
happens to the human mind, memory banks and soul following the death of the physical body.
There

will be several avenues of research, but

at first the fees and grants

will be used largely for improving instrumental com-

munication with other levels of consciousness.
Regular memberships are $30 per year, while full-time students and persons over 65 are charged only $ZO per year. Husband
and wife memberships are $45.
Since membership fees at the above levels will cover only
to enroll at one of the higher-level memberships.

Associate Membership $'100 per year.
Sustaining Membership $250 per year.

a small portion of Metascience expenses, members are encouraged

Sponsoring Membership $500 per year.

A Patron $1,000 per year or more.

Beyond these levels of monetary support/ Metascience must depend on philanthropy. We hope members will advise us o{
potential individual donors. Please let us know of any such organizations or individuals and we will promptly make an approach.
We have been advised that all gifts, grants, bequests and membership payments beyond $12.00 (the arbitrary price of a year's
subscription to UNLIMITED HORIZONS newsletter) are tax deductible. The IRS has approved our status as a 501 (c) (3) foundation for scientific research and public education. Our employer identification number is 5B-1495474.

HUMAN DIMENSIONS RESEARCH:
EXPLORATION OF MAN'S ENERGY FIELDS AND INTERPENETRATING SPACE.TIME SYSTEMS
PIONEERING THE CREATION OF BOOKS OF LASTING VALUE

IUIETAW

FOUNOATION. INC.

P.O. Box 737, Franklin, N.C. 28734
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(704) 524-5103

